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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 6540 23.3 7.3 40 58.2 11.1
2 307 14.8 12.5 40 37.1 0.5
3 481 23.6 11.7 40 59.1 0.8
4 2268 21.9 8 40 54.7 3.9
5 216 22.4 12.1 40 56 0.4
6 856 22.3 8.4 40 55.7 1.5
7 548 20.8 8.1 40 52 0.9
8 32912 23.7 7.2 40 59.2 55.8
9 797 25.7 7.6 40 64.2 1.4

10 14681 20.8 6.4 40 52 24.9
21 36057 21.6 7.8 40 53.9 61.2
22 1021 27 7.9 40 67.4 1.7
23 2178 23.3 7.4 40 58.2 3.7
24 867 19.3 9.7 40 48.2 1.5
25 1076 27.9 7.9 40 69.7 1.8
26 17087 23.8 7.6 40 59.5 29
31 57342 7.8 2.6 15 51.8 97.3
32 56386 12.1 4.9 25 48.5 95.7
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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SECTION B (19th Century Prose)


Answer on one text only.


A Christmas Carol


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about how Dickens presents the ghosts. How are they important to the novel as 
a whole?


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel
  •  refer to the contexts of the novel [40]


Scrooge had often heard it said that Marley had no bowels, but he had never 
believed it until now.


No, nor did he believe it even now. Though he looked the phantom through and 
through, and saw it standing before him; though he felt the chilling influence of its 
death-cold eyes; and marked the very texture of the folded kerchief bound about its 
head and chin, which wrapper he had not observed before: he was still incredulous, 
and fought against his senses.


‘How now!’ said Scrooge, caustic and cold as ever. ‘What do you want with me?’
‘Much!’ — Marley’s voice, no doubt about it.
‘Who are you?’
‘Ask me who I was.’
‘Who were you then?’ said Scrooge, raising his voice. ‘You’re particular — for a 


shade.’ He was going to say ‘to a shade’, but substituted this, as more appropriate.
‘In life I was your partner, Jacob Marley.’
‘Can you — can you sit down?’ asked Scrooge, looking doubtfully at him.
‘I can.’
‘Do it then.’
Scrooge asked the question, because he didn’t know whether a ghost so transparent 


might find himself in a condition to take a chair; and felt that in the event of its being 
impossible, it might involve the necessity of an embarrassing explanation. But the 
Ghost sat down on the opposite side of the fireplace, as if he were quite used to it.


‘You don’t believe in me,’ observed the Ghost.
‘I don’t,’ said Scrooge.
‘What evidence would you have of my reality, beyond that of your senses?’
‘I don’t know,’ said Scrooge.
‘Why do you doubt your senses?’
‘Because,’ said Scrooge, ‘a little thing affects them. A slight disorder of the stomach 


makes them cheats. You may be an undigested bit of beef, a blot of mustard, a crumb 
of cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato. There’s more of gravy than of grave 
about you, whatever you are!’


Scrooge was not much in the habit of cracking jokes, nor did he feel, in his heart, 
by any means waggish then. The truth is, that he tried to be smart, as a means of 
distracting his own attention, and keeping down his terror; for the spectre’s voice 
disturbed the very marrow in his bones.
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AO1: Band 3 - focus on the task, with some discussion of their relationship in the extract and throughout the novel.AO2: Band 3 - begins to analyse writer's use of language to consider how the relationship is presented.AO3: 3 marks, intermediate performance. Total mark: 21+3.
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The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about Mr Hyde and how he is presented in the novel. 


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel
  •  refer to the contexts of the novel [40]


‘We have common friends,’ said Mr Utterson.
‘Common friends?’ echoed Mr Hyde, a little hoarsely. ‘Who are they?’
‘Jekyll, for instance,’ said the lawyer.
‘He never told you,’ cried Mr Hyde, with a flush of anger. ‘I did not think you would 


have lied.’
‘Come,’ said Mr Utterson, ‘that is not fitting language.’
The other snarled aloud into a savage laugh; and the next moment, with extra-


ordinary quickness, he had unlocked the door and disappeared into the house.
The lawyer stood awhile when Mr Hyde had left him, the picture of disquietude. 


Then he began slowly to mount the street, pausing every step or two and putting his 
hand to his brow like a man in mental perplexity. The problem he was thus debating as 
he walked, was one of a class that is rarely solved. Mr Hyde was pale and dwarfish, 
he gave an impression of deformity without any nameable malformation, he had a 
displeasing smile, he had borne himself to the lawyer with a sort of murderous mixture 
of timidity and boldness, and he spoke with a husky, whispering and somewhat broken 
voice; all these were points against him, but not all of these together could explain the 
hitherto unknown disgust, loathing and fear with which Mr Utterson regarded him. ‘There 
must be something else,’ said the perplexed gentleman. ‘There is something more, if 
I could find a name for it. God bless me, the man seems hardly human! Something 
troglodytic, shall we say? or can it be the old story of Dr Fell? or is it the mere radiance 
of a foul soul that thus transpires through, and transfigures, its clay continent? The last, 
I think; for O my poor old Harry Jekyll, if ever I read Satan’s signature upon a face, it is 
on that of your new friend.’
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AO1: Band 3 - some good focus on extract and some valid examples of tension from the wider text.AO2: Band 3 - begins to analyse Hill's use of language and effects, though some points are a little general or under developed.AO4: 3 marks, intermediate performance.Total mark: 15+3.
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SECTION A (POST-1914 PROSE/DRAMA) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRIDS 


Questions 0 1 to 1 0 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is 
likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of achievements in lower bands. 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 


This assessment also includes 5 marks for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and 
sentence structures (AO4).  There is a separate assessment grid for AO4. 


Total marks 35+5 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 


5 


29-35 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and 
use an appropriate register; use a sensitive 
and evaluative approach to the task and 
analyse the extract and wider text critically; 
show a perceptive understanding of the extract 
and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps with 
some originality in their personal response; 
their responses include pertinent, direct 
references from across the extract and wider 
text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating 
the way meaning and ideas are conveyed 
through language structure and form; 


use precise subject terminology in an appropriate 
context. 


4 


22-28 
marks 


Candidates: 


sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
considerable coherence and use an 
appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach 
to the task; show a secure understanding of 
key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
considerable engagement; support and justify 
their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 


discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


3 


15-21 
marks 


Candidates: 


focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate 
register; use a straightforward approach to the 
task; show an understanding of key aspects of 
the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by 
appropriate direct reference to the extract and 
wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 


comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


2 


8-14 
marks 


Candidates: 


have some focus on the task, convey ideas 
with some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to 
the task; show some understanding of key 
aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their 
responses by some direct reference to the 
extract and wider text, including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


1 


1-7 marks 


Candidates: 


have limited focus on the task, convey ideas 
with occasional coherence and may 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a 
simple approach to the task; show a basic 
understanding of some key aspects of the 
extract and wider text, with a little engagement; 
may support and justify their responses by 
some general reference to the extract and 
wider text, perhaps including some quotations. 


Candidates: 


may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; may make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use 
some subject terminology but not always 
accurately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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An Inspector Calls 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole play to 
answer this question. 


Write about Mr Birling and how he is presented at different points in the play. 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the play as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the play  [35+5] 


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of 


vocabulary and sentence structures. 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO4 (5 extra marks). 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 An understanding of Mr Birling’s character as revealed in the extract and


elsewhere in the play


 Comments on Mr Birling’s attitude to, and relationships with, members of the


Birling family as well as with Eva Smith/Daisy Renton


 Comments on Mr Birling’s attitude to, and relationship with, the Inspector


 Reference to his behaviour at the beginning of the play where his confidence


is apparent


 His role in the chain of events leading to Eva/Daisy’s death


 His reactions to revelations of his family’s actions towards Eva/Daisy,


especially of Mrs Birling and Eric


 Birling’s acceptance of Gerald’s disloyalty to Sheila ‘you’d better ask Gerald


for the ring back, and then you’ll feel better’


 His behaviour at the end of the play when he believes it is all a hoax


 His reaction to the second phone call in the final lines


AO2 


 Comments on Priestley’s use of language to present Birling in the extract


and the play


 Reference to how Priestley presents Mr Birling’s role as a parent and as a


capitalist


 The way the stage directions in the extract show that Birling is amused and


relaxed about the apparent hoax ‘jovially’, ‘triumphantly’


 His smug and patronising tone to his children in the extract ‘the famous


younger generation who know it all’ and how this attitude is revealed


elsewhere in the play


 The way the stage directions in the extract show that Birling’s behaviour


changes in the final lines: ‘panic-stricken, guilty, dumb-founded’


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


0 8 
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AO4 
Level Performance Descriptors 
High Performance 


4-5 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners spell 
and punctuate with consistent accuracy, and consistently use 
vocabulary and sentence structures to achieve effective control of 
meaning. 


Intermediate Performance 


2-3 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy, and use a 
considerable range of vocabulary and sentence structures to 
achieve general control of meaning. 


Threshold Performance 


1 mark 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy, and use a 
reasonable range of vocabulary and sentence structures; any errors 
do not hinder meaning in the response. 


0 marks 
Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance descriptor above. 
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SECTION B (19TH CENTURY PROSE) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRID 


Questions 2 1 to 2 6 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of 
achievements in lower bands. 


AO1, AO2 and AO3 are equally weighted in this question. 


Total marks 40 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 AO3 


5 


33-40 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, convey ideas with consistent 
coherence and use an appropriate register; use a sensitive and evaluative 
approach to the task and analyse the extract and wider text critically; show a 
perceptive understanding of the extract and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps 
with some originality in their personal response; their responses include 
pertinent, direct references from across the extract and wider text, including 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, form and 
structure; make assured reference to meanings and effects 
exploring and evaluating the way meaning and ideas are 
conveyed through language structure and form; use precise 
subject terminology in an appropriate context. 


Candidates: 
show an assured understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


4 


25-32 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with considerable coherence and use 
an appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach to the task; show a secure 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with considerable 
engagement; support and justify their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make thoughtful reference to the meanings 
and effects of stylistic features used by the writer; use apt 
subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show a secure understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


3 


17-24 
marks 


Candidates: 
focus on the task, convey ideas with general coherence and use a mostly 
appropriate register; use a straightforward approach to the task; show an 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by appropriate direct reference to the extract 
and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make some reference to meanings and 
effects; use relevant subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show an understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


2 


9-16 
marks 


Candidates: 
have some focus on the task, convey ideas with some coherence and 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a limited approach to the task; 
show some understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their responses by some direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including some quotations. 


Candidates: 
recognise and make simple comments on writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; may make limited reference to 
meanings and effects; may use some relevant subject 
terminology. 


Candidates: 
show some understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


1 


1-8 
marks 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas with occasional coherence and 
may sometimes use an appropriate register; use a simple approach to the task; 
show a basic understanding of some key aspects of the extract and wider text, 
with a little engagement; may support and justify their responses by some 
general reference to the extract and wider text, perhaps including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; may make basic reference to meanings 
and effects; 
may use some subject terminology but not always accurately. 


Candidates: 
show limited understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


0 
marks 


Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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Silas Marner 
 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question. 
 


  Write about Eppie and how she is presented in the novel. 
 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole 


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel 
 refer to the contexts of the novel                [40] 
 


 This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
 


Indicative content 
 


Responses may include: 
 


AO1 


 An overview of Eppie and how she is presented in both the extract and the 
rest of the novel 


 


 Her initial appearance and affectionate and trusting nature as a child 
 


 Her relationship with Silas and her devotion to him 
 


 Her refusal of Godfrey’s offer to her 
 


 Her relationship with others, e.g. Aaron Winthrop 
 


AO2 


 Comments on Eliot’s use of language in the extract and the novel 
 


 Comments on Eppie’s role as a key turning point in Silas’s life and the 
function she plays in changing his character 


 


 The use of emotive language such as ‘seeking and loving sunshine’, ‘new 
joy’ and ‘human kindness’ associated with Eppie that represents the life and 
light that she lets into Silas’s life 


 


 The imagery of light and nature in the extract and how this relates to the role 
of Eppie as Silas’s redemption 


 


 Comments on structure, e.g. Silas’s character in the early parts of the book. 
His growing obsession with gold and its replacement in the form of Eppie, 
here and at other points in the novel 


 


AO3 


 References to the period in which the novel is set and its significance to the 
presentation of Eppie 


 


 The relevance of growing industrialisation to nineteenth century England and 
the contrast between urban and rural life as exemplified in the characters of 
Silas and Eppie 


 


 Comments on attitudes to women and children born out of wedlock, perhaps 
in relation to Dunstan and Molly’s manipulation of Godfrey because of Eppie 


 


 Silas’s regaining of faith and redemption and how this can be linked to the 
insecurities of a fast changing society and contemporary attitudes to issues 
such as religion, charity and thrift 


 
 


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 
  


2 2 
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Eduqas

Sticky Note

Nice probing of the word "etched".  A good example of discussing the image and language in combination.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses the image with some success.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Links to meaning and effects.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Valid, clear comparison,



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Again, a clear comparison.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Could develop, perhaps, but again the links are clear. 







 


 



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Successfully compares the structure and effects of both poems.  



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: A sustained focus on the task with quite thoughtful probing of the images, showing understanding and considerable engagement. Perhaps more successful in some places than others. AO2: Thoughtful reference to the meanings and effects of language and structure with apt subject terminology. Comparison is clear and focussed and covers AO1 and AO2 Overall: Band 4 - 17 marks.
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Blood Brothers


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole play to answer 
this question.


Write about the relationship between Linda and Edward and how it is presented at different 
points in the play.  


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the play as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the play [40]


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use 
of vocabulary and sentence structures.


EDWARD: Where’s Mickey?
LINDA: He must be workin’ overtime.
EDWARD: Oh.
LINDA:  What’s wrong with you, misery?
EDWARD  (after a pause): I go away to university tomorrow.
LINDA:  Tomorrow! You didn’t say.
EDWARD:  I know. I think I’ve been pretending that if I didn’t mention it the day would never come. I 


love it when we’re together, the three of us, don’t you? LINDA nods. Can I write to you?
LINDA: Yeh … yeh, if you want.
EDWARD: Would Mickey mind?
LINDA:  Why should he?
EDWARD:  Come on … because you’re his girl friend.
LINDA:  No, I’m not.
EDWARD:  You are, Linda.
LINDA:  I’m not, he hasn’t asked me.
EDWARD (laughing): You mean he still hasn’t?
LINDA (laughing): No.
EDWARD: But it’s ridiculous.
LINDA:  I know. I hope for his sake he never has to ask me to marry him. He’ll be a pensioner 


before he gets around to it.
EDWARD (after a pause): He’s mad. If I was Mickey I would have asked you years ago.
LINDA: I know you would. Cos y soft you are.
EDWARD (singing): If I could stand inside his shoes I’d say, How can I compare thee to a summer’s 


day
LINDA (speaking): Oh go away …
EDWARD: I’d take a page in all the papers, I’d announce it on the news
 If I was the guy, if I
 Was in his shoes.
 If I was him I’d bring you flowers
 And ask you to dance
 We’d while away the hours making future plans
 For rainy days in country lanes
 And trips to the sea
 I’d just tell you that I love you
 If it was me
 But I’m not saying a word,
 I’m not saying I care,
 Though I would like you to know,
 That I’m not saying a word,
 I’m not saying I care,
  Though I would like you to know.


1 0
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SECTION B (19TH CENTURY PROSE) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRID 


Questions 2 1 to 2 6 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of 
achievements in lower bands. 


AO1, AO2 and AO3 are equally weighted in this question. 


Total marks 40 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 AO3 


5 


33-40 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, convey ideas with consistent 
coherence and use an appropriate register; use a sensitive and evaluative 
approach to the task and analyse the extract and wider text critically; show a 
perceptive understanding of the extract and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps 
with some originality in their personal response; their responses include 
pertinent, direct references from across the extract and wider text, including 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, form and 
structure; make assured reference to meanings and effects 
exploring and evaluating the way meaning and ideas are 
conveyed through language structure and form; use precise 
subject terminology in an appropriate context. 


Candidates: 
show an assured understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


4 


25-32 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with considerable coherence and use 
an appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach to the task; show a secure 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with considerable 
engagement; support and justify their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make thoughtful reference to the meanings 
and effects of stylistic features used by the writer; use apt 
subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show a secure understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


3 


17-24 
marks 


Candidates: 
focus on the task, convey ideas with general coherence and use a mostly 
appropriate register; use a straightforward approach to the task; show an 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by appropriate direct reference to the extract 
and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make some reference to meanings and 
effects; use relevant subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show an understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


2 


9-16 
marks 


Candidates: 
have some focus on the task, convey ideas with some coherence and 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a limited approach to the task; 
show some understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their responses by some direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including some quotations. 


Candidates: 
recognise and make simple comments on writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; may make limited reference to 
meanings and effects; may use some relevant subject 
terminology. 


Candidates: 
show some understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


1 


1-8 
marks 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas with occasional coherence and 
may sometimes use an appropriate register; use a simple approach to the task; 
show a basic understanding of some key aspects of the extract and wider text, 
with a little engagement; may support and justify their responses by some 
general reference to the extract and wider text, perhaps including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; may make basic reference to meanings 
and effects; 
may use some subject terminology but not always accurately. 


Candidates: 
show limited understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


0 
marks 


Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question. 


Write about Mr Hyde and how he is presented in the novel. 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel


 refer to the contexts of the novel  [40] 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 An overview of how Mr Hyde is presented in the extract and the rest of the novel


 The gradual revelations about Mr Hyde’s character and his relationship to Dr
Jekyll


 Utterson’s fear and impressions of Hyde in the extract


 Utterson’s gradual discoveries about Mr Hyde and how this creates tension


 Lanyon’s impressions of Hyde


 Dr Jekyll’s relationship with his alter ego and the gradual dominance of Mr Hyde
over him


AO2 


 Comments on Stevenson’s use of language to create tension in the extract and
the novel


 The use of dialogue to create a sense of menace and fear in the extract and the
novel


 The descriptions of Hyde, e.g. ‘he snarled aloud’ and ‘savage laugh’ and how
these create fear and tension in the extract and the novel


 Comments on how the narrator’s voice builds a gradual picture of Hyde for the
reader


 The way different points of view such as the accounts left by Dr Lanyon and Dr
Jekyll add to the readers’ impressions of Hyde


AO3 


 Reference to the period in which the novel is set and its significance to the way
Mr Hyde is presented


 Comments on the struggle between good and evil within all men. For example,
understanding of contemporary concerns about the nature of evil within men


 Ideas of duality in London and society as a whole


 The literary context of the gothic genre


 How the setting of Victorian London mirrors Mr Hyde’s presentation (e.g. the
contrast between Jekyll’s home and Hyde’s laboratory)


 Ideas of social and individual morality in Victorian times


 Contemporary ideas about the role of science and drugs on Victorian society


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


2 6 
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SECTION C (Unseen Poetry)


Answer both                   and                   .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   and about 40 minutes on                   .


Read the two poems, Midwinter by Grahame Davies and Today by Billy Collins. In both of these 
poems the poets write about a day in different seasons of the year.


Write about the poem Midwinter by Grahame Davies, and its effect on you. [15]


You may wish to consider:


  •  what the poem is about and how it is organised
  •  the ideas the poet may have wanted us to think about 
  •  the poet’s choice of words, phrases and images and the effects they create
  •  how you respond to the poem


Midwinter


No breezes move the branches; no birds sing;
December’s frost has turned the world to grey.
The earth in winter trusting for the spring.


The silver hedges where the dead leaves cling;
the clouds that shroud the winter sun away.
No breezes move the branches; no birds sing;


The bitter cold that makes your fingers sting;
forms icy mist from anything you say.
The earth in winter trusting for the spring.


No life, no movement now in anything;
no difference between dawn and dusk and day.
No breezes move the branches; no birds sing;


The solstice of the year, when everything 
is balanced between increase and decay.
The earth in winter trusting for the spring.


No sign of what another day may bring;
the seeds of hope are frozen in the clay.
No breezes move the branches; no birds sing;
The earth in winter trusting for the spring.


Grahame Davies


3 1


3 1


3 2


3 1 3 2
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Now compare Today by Billy Collins and Midwinter by Grahame Davies. [25]


You should compare:


  •  what the poems are about and how they are organised 
  •  the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about 
  •  the poets’ choice of words, phrases and images and the effects they create 
  •  how you respond to the poems


Today


If ever there were a spring day so perfect,
so uplifted by a warm intermittent breeze


that it made you want to throw
open all the windows in the house


and unlatch the door to the canary’s cage,
indeed, rip the little door from its jamb,


a day when the cool brick paths
and the garden bursting with peonies


seemed so etched in sunlight
that you felt like taking


a hammer to the glass paperweight
on the living room end table,


releasing the inhabitants
from their snow-covered cottage


so they could walk out,
holding hands and squinting


into this larger dome of blue and white,
well, today is just that kind of day.


Billy Collins


END OF PAPER


3 2
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Eduqas

Sticky Note

Limited, but some comment on the key themes.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some selection and comment, combined with personal response.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Subject specific terminology might be appropriate but the point is not really developed.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Spotting techniques. Needs to comment on the effects.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Personal response.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

A limited personal response



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Some focus on the task but the response is limited in terms of coverage and depth.  There is some engagement and some direct reference. AO2 Simple comments on language, form and structure. Overall: Just into Band 2 - 4 marks.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some engagement.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Selection and a valid comment on the poet's language choice.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Recognises and comments on aspects of the language and imagery.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

General comment.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some selection and simple discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Shows some engagement with the poem's ideas.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some discussion of the more obvious similarities.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Comparison is fairly general here too but valid.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Personal view.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Some engagement, some understanding of key aspects of the text but lacks development and so is limited in approach.  AO2: Recognises techniques and sometimes makes simple comments on language and form. Comparison is quite general and comments are on the more basic similarities and differences. Overall: Band 2 - 6 marks.












Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some reference to the extract and a general understanding but lacks evidence to back up.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Engages but could develop vocabulary.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Tries to comment on the importance but comments are very general.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Very limited. Lacks detail.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Again, very general. A sense of AO1 but very limited.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some limited AO1 comments with some acknowledgment of the impact on the reader.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Not entirely accurate.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Begins to evaluate.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some awareness of Scrooge's changing attitudes and basic textual reference.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some focus on task though limited in approach (especially in dealing with the extract). Lacking in terms of evidence but begins to show knowledge of the text and some direct reference to wider text. Begins to evaluate. Need to provide more evidence and expand points to show more knowledge of the text. Very little AO2 beyond a sense of the structure of the novel. Implicit context and limited AO3. Band 2 AO1 and A02; AO3 Band 1. Overall 12 marks.

























Eduqas

Sticky Note

good overview and focus



Eduqas

Sticky Note

places extract accurately



Eduqas

Sticky Note

notes technique and impact sensibly



Eduqas

Sticky Note

develops analysis of effects of language



Eduqas

Sticky Note

good



Eduqas

Sticky Note

clear understanding of the impact of Hill's vocabulary







Eduqas

Sticky Note

valid effect of setting



Eduqas

Sticky Note

good reference to details and effects of language



Eduqas

Sticky Note

good wider reference and structure considered



Eduqas

Sticky Note

neatly put!



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sustains detailed reference







Eduqas

Sticky Note

sustains selection of range of effective examples



Eduqas

Sticky Note

detailed and assured evaluation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

confidently notes structural devices



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 5 - assured and evaluative analysis of the different events and characters used to create fear and tension.AO2: Band 5 - very closely analysing a wide range of different devices and language choices to appreciate how Hill creates fear and tension.AO4: 4 marks, high performance.Total mark: 31+4.






















































Eduqas

Sticky Note

Immediate focus on task and engagement. 



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Comments on structure and some linking to the possible effects.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Understanding of this key idea.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt selection and speculation. 



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses the image and language in a straightforward way.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: A focus on the task and a straightforward understanding of the key aspects. Apt direct references and engagement through clear discussion. AO2:  Comments on and begins to evaluate language and structure with some reference to effects.  Overall: Band 3 - 8 marks.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Compares key ideas and shows engagement.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Selection and straightforward discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Again, a valid comparison.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some comment on the possible effects of the writers' structures.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Straightforward approach to the task with an understanding of the key aspects. Selection and direct reference aids discussion. AO2: Comments on and begins to evaluate the effects of language and structure. Some accurate subject terminology. Comparison is valid with the similarities and differences covering both AOs.  Overall: Band 3 - 13 marks.  












Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus and overview



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Subtle observation of the mood here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Close language evaluation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sensitive discussion



Eduqas

Sticky Note

yes!







Eduqas

Sticky Note

good understanding



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Selects key aspects



Eduqas

Sticky Note

yes



Eduqas

Sticky Note

well expressed



Eduqas

Sticky Note

interesting point



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Notes tones well







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Close reference to his sub text



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustains sensitive evaluation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Widens the discussion



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Considers characters closely







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Lovely consideration of this early friendship



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Nicely tentative ideas







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Notes structural features



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sensitive comments



Eduqas

Sticky Note

yes - valid interpretation of audience responses







Eduqas

Sticky Note

neatly summarised here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Sustained and evaluative; fully engaged and sensitive, with detailed reference from across the text. Band 5.AO2: Appreciates Russell's language and structural devices to evaluate how the relationship is presented. Band 5.AO4: 4 marks.(35 + 4) 39
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War of the Worlds


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about how Wells presents the Martians. How are they important to the novel as a 
whole?


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel
  •  refer to the contexts of the novel [40]


And this thing I saw! How can I describe it? A monstrous tripod, higher than many 
houses, striding over the young pine trees, and smashing them aside in its career; a 
walking engine of glittering metal, striding now across the heather; articulate ropes of 
steel dangling from it, and the clattering tumult of its passage mingling with the riot of 
the thunder. A flash, and it came out vividly, heeling over one way with two feet in the 
air, to vanish and reappear almost instantly as it seemed with the next flash, a hundred 
yards nearer. Can you imagine a milking-stool tilted and bowled violently along the 
ground? That was the impression those instant flashes gave. But instead of a milking-
stool imagine it a great body of machinery on a tripod stand.


Then suddenly the trees in the pine-wood ahead of me were parted, as brittle 
reeds are parted by a man thrusting through them; they were snapped off and driven 
headlong, and a second, huge tripod appeared, rushing, as it seemed, headlong 
towards me. And I was galloping hard to meet it! At the sight of the second monster 
my nerve went altogether. Not stopping to look again, I wrenched the horse’s head 
hard round to the right, and in another moment the dog-cart had heeled over upon 
the horse; the shafts smashed noisily, and I was flung sideways and fell heavily into a 
shallow pool of water.


I crawled out almost immediately, and crouched, my feet still in the water, under a 
clump of furze. The horse lay motionless (his neck was broken, poor brute!), and by 
the lightning flashes I saw the black bulk of the overturned dog-cart, and the silhouette 
of the wheel still spinning slowly. In another moment the colossal mechanism went 
striding by me, and passed uphill towards Pyrford.


Seen nearer, the thing was incredibly strange, for it was no mere insensate machine 
driving on its way. Machine it was, with a ringing metallic pace, and long flexible 
glittering tentacles (one of which gripped a young pine tree) swinging and rattling about 
its strange body. It picked its road as it went striding along, and the brazen hood that 
surmounted it moved to and fro with the inevitable suggestion of a head looking about 
it. Behind the main body was a huge thing of white metal like a gigantic fisherman’s 
basket, and puffs of green smoke squirted out from the joints of the limbs as the 
monster swept by me. And in an instant it was gone.


So much I saw then, all vaguely for the flickering of the lightning, in blinding high 
lights and dense black shadows.


2 3








Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt quotation and comment on the effect.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Probes language. 



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Could develop. Bit vague.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses using apt subject terminology.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Wider text.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Focuses on the task in a straightforward way.  Understands key aspects of the extract and wider text.  Direct references used to justify points. AO2 Begins to comment on language with some reference to meaning and effect (not always consistent). AO3 An understanding of contexts is shown.  Could be developed to show a more secure understanding. Overall: Top of Band 3 - 24 marks.
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SECTION A (POST-1914 PROSE/DRAMA) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRIDS 


Questions 0 1 to 1 0 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is 
likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of achievements in lower bands. 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 


This assessment also includes 5 marks for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and 
sentence structures (AO4).  There is a separate assessment grid for AO4. 


Total marks 35+5 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 


5 


29-35 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and 
use an appropriate register; use a sensitive 
and evaluative approach to the task and 
analyse the extract and wider text critically; 
show a perceptive understanding of the extract 
and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps with 
some originality in their personal response; 
their responses include pertinent, direct 
references from across the extract and wider 
text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating 
the way meaning and ideas are conveyed 
through language structure and form; 


use precise subject terminology in an appropriate 
context. 


4 


22-28 
marks 


Candidates: 


sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
considerable coherence and use an 
appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach 
to the task; show a secure understanding of 
key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
considerable engagement; support and justify 
their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 


discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


3 


15-21 
marks 


Candidates: 


focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate 
register; use a straightforward approach to the 
task; show an understanding of key aspects of 
the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by 
appropriate direct reference to the extract and 
wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 


comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


2 


8-14 
marks 


Candidates: 


have some focus on the task, convey ideas 
with some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to 
the task; show some understanding of key 
aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their 
responses by some direct reference to the 
extract and wider text, including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


1 


1-7 marks 


Candidates: 


have limited focus on the task, convey ideas 
with occasional coherence and may 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a 
simple approach to the task; show a basic 
understanding of some key aspects of the 
extract and wider text, with a little engagement; 
may support and justify their responses by 
some general reference to the extract and 
wider text, perhaps including some quotations. 


Candidates: 


may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; may make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use 
some subject terminology but not always 
accurately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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SECTION A (POST-1914 PROSE/DRAMA) 


INDICATIVE CONTENT 


Lord of the Flies 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question. 


Write about the relationship between Ralph and Piggy and how it is presented 
at different points in the novel.  


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel  [35+5] 


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of 


vocabulary and sentence structures. 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO4 (5 extra marks). 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 An understanding of the relationship as revealed in the extract and the novel


 Reference to the contrasting descriptions of the two boys


 Discussion of how the relationship is established at the start of the novel and


how their attitudes towards each other change and develop at different


points in the novel, for example Piggy’s dependence on Ralph for survival,


and Piggy’s loyalty to Ralph as chief


 A contrast between Ralph’s treatment of Piggy and that of other boys – e.g.


Jack


 Reference to their shared responsibility for rescue – e.g. the shelter building
and fire, in opposition to Jack’s tribe


AO2 


 Comments on Golding’s use of language to present the relationship in
the extract and in the novel


 Reference to their physical description, speech and dialogue at the start
of the novel, perhaps with comparison to how this is presented
differently in the later chapters


 Comments on how Golding uses the relationship to establish themes
e.g. leadership, friendship, loyalty, breakdown of order


 Reference to how Golding presents the relationship at other key points
in the novel e.g. arguments over the conch/shelter/fire; Piggy’s specs;
breakdown of order as the tribes split; their reflection on Simon’s death;
the attack on Piggy and Ralph for Piggy’s glasses; Ralph’s protection of
Piggy to retrieve the glasses; Ralph’s reaction to Piggy’s death: ‘Ralph’s
lips formed a word, but no sound came’; ‘true, wise friend called Piggy’


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


0 1 
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AO4 
Level Performance Descriptors 
High Performance 


4-5 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners spell 
and punctuate with consistent accuracy, and consistently use 
vocabulary and sentence structures to achieve effective control of 
meaning. 


Intermediate Performance 


2-3 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy, and use a 
considerable range of vocabulary and sentence structures to 
achieve general control of meaning. 


Threshold Performance 


1 mark 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy, and use a 
reasonable range of vocabulary and sentence structures; any errors 
do not hinder meaning in the response. 


0 marks 
Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance descriptor above. 
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Eduqas

Sticky Note

Supports apt point with direct quotation. Shows understanding. 



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Focus on question.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses the effect of the language.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discussion of contexts is apt.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Keeps focus.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Widens out into text.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt - could develop.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Focus on the task and shows understanding of the extract and wider text.  Some comment on language and structure and some discussion of effects.  Contexts are discussed with some understanding. The whole response lacks some development and ends abruptly. Overall: Top Band 3 - 24 marks.












Eduqas

Sticky Note

o.k. - though a bit general



Eduqas

Sticky Note

selection and some understanding of suspense



Eduqas

Sticky Note

selects and simple comment



Eduqas

Sticky Note

not particularly



Eduqas

Sticky Note

o.k. - some impact considered



Eduqas

Sticky Note

valid point



Eduqas

Sticky Note

selects, but rather general



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 2 - some valid focus on key aspects of the extract to show how tension is established, but limited references to wider text.AO2: Band 2 - aware of how language is used to create tension, but limited and generalised overall.AO4: 2 marks, intermediate performance.Total mark: 8+2.
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Silas Marner


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about Eppie and how she is presented in the novel.


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel
  •  refer to the contexts of the novel [40]


Unlike the gold which needed nothing, and must be worshipped in close-locked 
solitude — which was hidden away from the daylight, was deaf to the song of birds, 
and started to no human tones — Eppie was a creature of endless claims and ever-
growing desires, seeking and loving sunshine, and living sounds, and living movements; 
making trial of everything, with trust in new joy, and stirring the human kindness in all 
eyes that looked on her. The gold had kept his thoughts in an ever-repeated circle, 
leading to nothing beyond itself; but Eppie was an object  compacted of changes and 
hopes that forced his thoughts onward, and carried them far away from their old eager 
pacing towards the same blank limit — carried them away to the new things that would 
come with the coming years, when Eppie would have learned to understand how her 
father Silas cared for her; and made him look for images of that time in the ties and 
charities that bound together the families of his neighbours. The gold had asked that 
he should sit weaving longer and longer, deafened and blinded more and more to all 
things except the monotony of his loom and the repetition of his web; but Eppie called 
him away from his weaving, and made him think all its pauses a holiday, reawakening 
his senses with her fresh life, even to the old winter-flies that came crawling forth in the 
early spring sunshine, and warming him into joy because she had joy.


And when the sunshine grew strong and lasting, so that the butter-cups were thick 
in the meadows, Silas might be seen in the sunny mid-day, or in the late afternoon 
when the shadows were lengthening under the hedgerows, strolling out with uncovered 
head to carry Eppie beyond the Stone-pits to where the flowers grew, till they reached 
some favourite bank where he could sit down, while Eppie toddled to pluck the flowers, 
and make remarks to the winged things that murmured happily above the bright petals, 
calling ‘Dad-dad’s’ attention continually by bringing him the flowers. Then she would 
turn her ear to some sudden bird-note, and Silas learned to please her by making 
signs of hushed stillness, that they might listen for the note to come again: so that 
when it came she set up her small back and laughed with gurgling triumph.


2 2
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Jane Eyre


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about turning points in Jane Eyre’s life and how they are presented in the novel.


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel
  •  refer to the contexts of the novel [40]


Mrs. Reed looked up from her work; her eye settled on mine, her fingers at the 
same time suspended their nimble movements.


“Go out of the room; return to the nursery,” was her mandate. My look or something 
else must have struck her as offensive, for she spoke with extreme, though suppressed 
irritation. I got up, I went to the door; I came back again; I walked to the window, across 
the room, then close up to her.


Speak I must: I had been trodden on severely, and must turn: but how? What 
strength had I to dart retaliation at my antagonist? I gathered my energies and launched 
them in this blunt sentence :—


“I am not deceitful: if I were, I should say I loved you; but I declare I do not love you: 
I dislike you the worst of anybody in the world except John Reed; and this book about 
the liar, you may give to your girl, Georgiana, for it is she who tells lies, and not I.”


Mrs. Reed’s hands still lay on her work inactive: her eye of ice continued to dwell 
freezingly on mine.


“What more have you to say?” she asked, rather in the tone in which a person 
might address an opponent of adult age than such as is ordinarily used to a child.


That eye of hers, that voice stirred every antipathy I had. Shaking from head to foot, 
thrilled with ungovernable excitement, I continued :—


“I am glad you are no relation of mine: I will never call you aunt again as long as I 
live. I will never come to see you when I am grown up; and if any one asks me how I 
liked you, and how you treated me, I will say the very thought of you makes me sick, 
and that you treated me with miserable cruelty.”


“How dare you affirm that, Jane Eyre?”
“How dare I, Mrs. Reed? How dare I? Because it is the truth. You think I have no 


feelings, and that I can do without one bit of love or kindness; but I cannot live so: and 
you have no pity. I shall remember how you thrust me back—roughly and violently 
thrust me back—into the red-room, and locked me up there, to my dying day; though 
I was in agony; though I cried out, while suffocating with distress, ‘Have mercy! Have 
mercy, aunt Reed!’ And that punishment you made me suffer because your wicked boy 
struck me—knocked me down for nothing. I will tell anybody who asks me questions, 
this exact tale. People think you a good woman, but you are bad; hard-hearted. You 
are deceitful!”


Ere I had finished this reply, my soul began to expand, to exult, with the strangest 
sense of freedom, of triumph, I ever felt. It seemed as if an invisible bond had burst, 
and that I had struggled out into unhoped-for liberty.
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Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus on relationship



Eduqas

Sticky Note

selects and comments on their behaviour



Eduqas

Sticky Note

tracks and simple comments







Eduqas

Sticky Note

simple commentary on extract details



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some wider reference here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

losing sentence control



Eduqas

Sticky Note

true



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Focus on the task; straightforward comments on the extract and some wider reference to later events.AO2: Simple comments on Golding's use of languageAO4: 2 marks(15 +2) 17 marks












Eduqas

Sticky Note

Balanced probing of the meaning.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses language with confidence.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Language detail discussed.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Explores meaning.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Original.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Perceptive discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Engaged probing and discussion.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Fully engaged, with some sensitivity.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Comments on structure and links to meaning.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Highly engaged and sensitive. Explores and probes meanings, offering multiple explanations in a perceptive way.  
AO2: Assured analysis of language and structure with links to meaning and effects.
Overall: Band 5 - 15.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

A confident link between the poems.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Probes imagery. 







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained discussion and understanding.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Probes language.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Evaluates.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Comparison is sustained.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained comparison of details.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sensitive discussion of this image.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Understands the image.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Goes on to make a comparison. Very sensitive.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses the effects of the poems' forms and structures and compares them. Assured.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Again, the focus is on the effect.  Confident use of subject specific terminology.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Personal response rounds off a very full answer.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Sustained focus on the task, keeps a sense of overview whilst critically and sensitively examining the details of the texts in terms of imagery. Some originality and well chosen, pertinent textual references.  AO2 Assured reference to meaning and effects with well evaluated and convincing ideas on language, structure and form.  Comparison is sustained and wide ranging across the AOs.  Overall: Top Band 5 - 25 marks.   












Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus and places extract sensibly



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some discussion developing



Eduqas

Sticky Note

using text to support judgements



Eduqas

Sticky Note

understands his attitude and behaviour







Eduqas

Sticky Note

tracks and comments



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some wider reference



Eduqas

Sticky Note

echoes earlier text



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some reference to his wider role



Eduqas

Sticky Note

valid contrast







Eduqas

Sticky Note

clear summary to show understanding of Priestley's intentions



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3 - focused on the task, with apt supporting reference to the extract and wider text.AO2: Band 3 - begins to analyse Priestley's use of language to present aspects of Birling's attitude and behaviourAO4: 3 marks, intermediate performanceTotal mark: 19+3.





























Eduqas

Sticky Note

Straightforward engagement. Not totally accurate.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Selects suitable direct references. Some apt terminology and some context.  Straightforward - could develop.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Wider references here. Again, apt references but straightforward and more probing of the images and language needed.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

No comment  on the effect. 



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context points a little 'bolted on'.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Back to the extract. Suitable selection but lacks the AO2 focus in discussing meaning and effects.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Straightforward comment.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Key aspects of text referenced but lacks some engagement and understanding.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Shows knowledge of some key aspects of the text with apt references chosen.  AO2 Begins to comment on language with occasional reference to meaning and effect.  AO3 An understanding of contexts is shown but could be more integrated. Overall: Band 3 - 21 marks.

















































 


 












Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus



Eduqas

Sticky Note

jumps forward



Eduqas

Sticky Note

valid judgement



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some relevant comment



Eduqas

Sticky Note

muddled here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

!!







Eduqas

Sticky Note

o.k. - perhaps



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some wider reference



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 2 - some focus on task, with simple comments on characters and relationships - not all accurate though.AO2: Band 2 - simple comments on Russell's use of language in the extract, but limited.AO4: 3 marks, intermediate.Total mark: 12+3.
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1 


SECTION A (POST-1914 PROSE/DRAMA) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRIDS 


Questions 0 1 to 1 0 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is 
likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of achievements in lower bands. 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 


This assessment also includes 5 marks for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and 
sentence structures (AO4).  There is a separate assessment grid for AO4. 


Total marks 35+5 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 


5 


29-35 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and 
use an appropriate register; use a sensitive 
and evaluative approach to the task and 
analyse the extract and wider text critically; 
show a perceptive understanding of the extract 
and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps with 
some originality in their personal response; 
their responses include pertinent, direct 
references from across the extract and wider 
text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating 
the way meaning and ideas are conveyed 
through language structure and form; 


use precise subject terminology in an appropriate 
context. 


4 


22-28 
marks 


Candidates: 


sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
considerable coherence and use an 
appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach 
to the task; show a secure understanding of 
key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
considerable engagement; support and justify 
their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 


discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


3 


15-21 
marks 


Candidates: 


focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate 
register; use a straightforward approach to the 
task; show an understanding of key aspects of 
the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by 
appropriate direct reference to the extract and 
wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 


comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


2 


8-14 
marks 


Candidates: 


have some focus on the task, convey ideas 
with some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to 
the task; show some understanding of key 
aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their 
responses by some direct reference to the 
extract and wider text, including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


1 


1-7 marks 


Candidates: 


have limited focus on the task, convey ideas 
with occasional coherence and may 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a 
simple approach to the task; show a basic 
understanding of some key aspects of the 
extract and wider text, with a little engagement; 
may support and justify their responses by 
some general reference to the extract and 
wider text, perhaps including some quotations. 


Candidates: 


may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; may make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use 
some subject terminology but not always 
accurately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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The Woman in Black 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question. 


Write about how Susan Hill creates fear and tension at different points in the novel. 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel  [35+5] 


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of 
vocabulary and sentence structures. 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO4 (5 extra marks). 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 References to details of the extract


 An overview of how the events in the story are slowly revealed through Arthur’s


narration – e.g. effect of how the events have haunted him for 14 years


 References to the mystery of Mrs Drablow’s estate in the early chapters and the


conspiracy of silence in Crythin Gifford


 The mystery of the woman in black –  her appearance and Arthur Kipps’ growing


certainty that she is a ghost


 The slow revelation of what happened to the child in the pony and trap e.g. the


gravestone clues and the mystery of Mrs Drablow’s letters from Jennet Drablow


 ‘Whistle and I’ll come’ the apparent luring of Spider into the marsh


 The final revelation from Sam Daily – ‘a child always dies’


 False sense of security when Arthur returns safely to London; tension


re-established after narrative reveals his marriage and child


 The suspense and tension of the final pages, building to the death of Stella and


Arthur’s son


AO2 


 Comments on Hills’ characteristic use of language and gothic features in the


extract and throughout the novel


 An overview of the novel’s structure – the frequent foreshadowing and retelling


of events through Kipps’ narrative


 Kipps’ emotive language when recalling events: ‘The truth is altogether more


terrible’


 Hill’s use of ghostly imagery – ‘demonic light’; ‘trapped in this cold tomb of a


carriage’


 Comments on his contrasting description of Eel Marsh House and its isolation


 Description of the woman in black at the funeral and in the burial yard and her


effect on Kipps


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


0 4 
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AO4 
Level Performance Descriptors 
High Performance 


4-5 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners spell 
and punctuate with consistent accuracy, and consistently use 
vocabulary and sentence structures to achieve effective control of 
meaning. 


Intermediate Performance 


2-3 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy, and use a 
considerable range of vocabulary and sentence structures to 
achieve general control of meaning. 


Threshold Performance 


1 mark 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy, and use a 
reasonable range of vocabulary and sentence structures; any errors 
do not hinder meaning in the response. 


0 marks 
Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance descriptor above. 
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Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus



Eduqas

Sticky Note

thoughtful overview



Eduqas

Sticky Note

places extract accurately



Eduqas

Sticky Note

summarises extract



Eduqas

Sticky Note

relevant supporting detail







Eduqas

Sticky Note

well noted here - good language comment



Eduqas

Sticky Note

good range of references



Eduqas

Sticky Note

thoughtful discussion



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sensitive here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

apt range of examples







Eduqas

Sticky Note

nice point - close language comments



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sustains and develops with support







Eduqas

Sticky Note

closely focused on language effects



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sensitive and sustained



Eduqas

Sticky Note

aware of the change in Ed here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

yes - good evaluation 







Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 5 - thorough and sustained evaluation of how Ed is presented in the extract and how he develops throughout the play, with some sensitive insights and well chosen support from across the text.AO2: Band 5 - closely analyses details to show a clear appreciation of how language and structure is used to present Ed's character.AO4: 4 marks, high performance.Total mark: 31+4.












Eduqas

Sticky Note

Assured focus on language.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident analysis and evaluation.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident discussion and support.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt terminology.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident and sensitive evaluation.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident use of evidence.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context and apt discussion of genre.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Appreciation of the writer's technique.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context integrated.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Language analysis in appropriate context.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sensitive discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained, secure and sensitive understanding and engagement.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Widens out into discussion of themes. Moves from general to specific.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident and meaningful use of terminology.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt discussion of key reference.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Structure discussed with confidence.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Blends the AOs well.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 A sensitive and evaluative approach using a confident and consistent register. Perceptive understanding and apt quotations. AO2 Discusses language with sensitivity and an assured tone. Precise and appropriate subject terminology. AO3 Assured understanding of contexts, often blended seamlessly through discussion of the text.   Overall, Band 5 - 40 marks.












Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus on task



Eduqas

Sticky Note

apt reference to detail



Eduqas

Sticky Note

selects key reference



Eduqas

Sticky Note

understanding



Eduqas

Sticky Note

o.k. - general and repeats here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 2 - some focus on the main details of the extract, but no wider reference to Mr. Birling's role in the rest of the play.AO2: Band 2 - some sensible comments made on the key references from the extract, but limited range, and no reference outside the extract.AO4: 3 marks - intermediate performance.  10 +3 + 13 marks  












Eduqas

Sticky Note

focus on extract



Eduqas

Sticky Note

understands the situation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

straightforward comments



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some interpretation of relationship and Eddie's subtext







Eduqas

Sticky Note

some wider reference



Eduqas

Sticky Note

not quite



Eduqas

Sticky Note

partly



Eduqas

Sticky Note

a bit muddled on final events



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3 - focuses on the extract and some aspects from the wider text. Understands main features of their relationship and some awareness of its importance.AO2: Band 3 - begins to comment on Russell's use of language, with some reference to meaning and effects.AO4: 3 marks, intermediate.Total mark: 17+3.












Eduqas

Sticky Note

Coherent and thoughtful engagement from the start.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Beginning to analyse language.  Could support and develop.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt subject terminology and apt language discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Links to context.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Again, discusses Wells' use of language. Quite thoughtful but could develop.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Language comment.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Valid link.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Valid discussion of contexts.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Suitable support for a thoughtful point.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Reference to key aspect.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt language discussion using appropriate terminology.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Specific contextual example. 







Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Has a sustained focus on the task and although patchy, has thoughtful discussion in places.  Key aspects of extract and wider text showing a secure understanding. Well chosen references.  AO2 Quite thoughtful reference to language, meaning and effects in places. AO3 A secure understanding of context.  Overall: Band 4: 30 marks.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustains discussion of context.
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The Woman in Black  


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about how Susan Hill creates fear and tension at different points in the novel. 


In your response you should:   


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole 
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel [40]


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use 
of vocabulary and sentence structures.


They had chided me with being a spoilsport, tried to encourage me to tell them the 
one ghost story I must surely, like any other man, have it in me to tell. And they were 
right. Yes, I had a story, a true story, a story of haunting and evil, fear and confusion, 
horror and tragedy. But it was not a story to be told for casual entertainment, around 
the fireside upon Christmas Eve.


I had always known in my heart that the experience would never leave me, that it 
was now woven into my very fibres, an inextricable part of my past, but I had hoped 
never to have to recollect it, consciously, and in full, ever again. Like an old wound, it 
gave off a faint twinge now and again, but less and less often, less and less painfully, 
as the years went on and my happiness, sanity and equilibrium were assured. Of late, 
it had been like the outermost ripple on a pool, merely the faint memory of a memory.


Now, tonight, it again filled my mind to the exclusion of all else. I knew that I should 
have no rest from it, that I should lie awake in a chill of sweat, going over that time, 
those events, those places. So it had been night after night for years.


I got up and began to walk about again. Tomorrow was Christmas Day. Could I not 
be free of it at least for that blessed time, was there no way of keeping the memory, 
and the effects it had upon me, at bay, as an analgesic or a balm will stave off the 
pain of a wound, at least temporarily? And then, standing among the trunks of the fruit 
trees, silver-grey in the moonlight, I recalled that the way to banish an old ghost that 
continues its hauntings is to exorcise it. Well then, mine should be exorcised. I should 
tell my tale, not aloud, by the fireside, not as a diversion for idle listeners — it was too 
solemn, and too real, for that. But I should set it down on paper, with every care and in 
every detail. I would write my own ghost story. Then perhaps I should finally be free of 
it for whatever life remained for me to enjoy. 


I decided at once that it should be, at least during my lifetime, a story for my eyes 
only. I was the one who had been haunted and who had suffered — not the only one, 
no, but surely, I thought, the only one left alive, I was the one who, to judge by my 
agitation of this evening, was still affected by it deeply, it was from me alone that the 
ghost must be driven.


I glanced up at the moon, and at the bright, bright Pole star. Christmas Eve. And 
then I prayed, a heart-felt, simple prayer for peace of mind, and for strength and 
steadfastness to endure while I completed what would be the most agonizing task, 
and I prayed for a blessing upon my family, and for quiet rest to us all that night. For, 
although I was in control of my emotions now, I dreaded the hours of darkness that lay 
ahead.
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Sticky Note

Confident start. Places the extract within wider text.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Jane's character in the extract discussed as part of the wider text. Confident.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Blends context into discussion of extract and character.  Assured.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident discussion. Again, blends the AOs nicely.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Overview and close detail with embedded quotations and apt subject terminology.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Original and perceptive discussion.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Appreciation of contemporary audience.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Overview - moves from general to specific confidently.  



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Clear engagement and perceptive, confident discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained focus on the question.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context linked to discussion of character.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Confident discussion of genre and extremely sensitive overview.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Wide ranging and detailed.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Discusses different audiences.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Sensitive, evaluative focus on the task with a critical discussion of the wider text and extract, seamlessly linked together.  Appreciates Bronte's use of language and probes meaning and effects in an extremely precise way.  Contexts are approached through the situations and characters in an assured way. Discussion of the views of audiences are included.  Overall: Band 5 - 40 marks.
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SECTION B (19TH CENTURY PROSE) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRID 


Questions 2 1 to 2 6 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of 
achievements in lower bands. 


AO1, AO2 and AO3 are equally weighted in this question. 


Total marks 40 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 AO3 


5 


33-40 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, convey ideas with consistent 
coherence and use an appropriate register; use a sensitive and evaluative 
approach to the task and analyse the extract and wider text critically; show a 
perceptive understanding of the extract and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps 
with some originality in their personal response; their responses include 
pertinent, direct references from across the extract and wider text, including 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, form and 
structure; make assured reference to meanings and effects 
exploring and evaluating the way meaning and ideas are 
conveyed through language structure and form; use precise 
subject terminology in an appropriate context. 


Candidates: 
show an assured understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


4 


25-32 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with considerable coherence and use 
an appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach to the task; show a secure 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with considerable 
engagement; support and justify their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make thoughtful reference to the meanings 
and effects of stylistic features used by the writer; use apt 
subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show a secure understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


3 


17-24 
marks 


Candidates: 
focus on the task, convey ideas with general coherence and use a mostly 
appropriate register; use a straightforward approach to the task; show an 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by appropriate direct reference to the extract 
and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make some reference to meanings and 
effects; use relevant subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show an understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


2 


9-16 
marks 


Candidates: 
have some focus on the task, convey ideas with some coherence and 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a limited approach to the task; 
show some understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their responses by some direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including some quotations. 


Candidates: 
recognise and make simple comments on writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; may make limited reference to 
meanings and effects; may use some relevant subject 
terminology. 


Candidates: 
show some understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


1 


1-8 
marks 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas with occasional coherence and 
may sometimes use an appropriate register; use a simple approach to the task; 
show a basic understanding of some key aspects of the extract and wider text, 
with a little engagement; may support and justify their responses by some 
general reference to the extract and wider text, perhaps including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; may make basic reference to meanings 
and effects; 
may use some subject terminology but not always accurately. 


Candidates: 
show limited understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


0 
marks 


Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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War of the Worlds 
 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question. 
 


Write about how Wells presents the Martians. How are they important to the novel 
as a whole? 
 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole 


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel 
 refer to the contexts of the novel                 [40] 
 


 This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
 


Indicative content 
 


Responses may include: 
 


AO1 


 An overview of how the Martians are presented in both the extract and the rest 
of the novel 


 


 The events and reactions to the first and subsequent appearances of the 
Martians  


 


 The revulsion the Martians cause in the extract and the rest of the novel 
 


 The reactions of those caught up in the invasion – e.g. Ogilvy, the curate, the 
Artilleryman, etc.  


 


 The descriptions and emotions of the narrator in relation to the Martians 
 


AO2 


 Comments on Wells’s use of language in the extract and the novel to present 
the Martians 


 


 The use of shocking and fearful lexis in the extract, e.g. ‘monstrous’, ‘smashing’, 
‘violently’ 


 


 The use of description to build a feeling of unstoppable power and strength in 
the extract – ‘striding’, ‘ropes of steel’, etc.  


 


 Comments on how Wells presents the Martians through the narrator’s first 
person voice, both in the extract and in the novel 


 


 Comments on how the creatures are revealed in terms of the structure of the 
novel including their first introduction, gradual reveal, build up of events and final 
destruction 


 


AO3 


 An understanding of the period in which the novel is set, in relation to issues 
relating to the aliens 


 


 The contemporary fascination and concerns with scientific progress 
 


 The fears about the development of conflict on a global scale 
 


 The social commentary being offered by the author relating to the nature of 
human society and its fragility as well as naivety 


 


 The narrator’s commentary on characters such as the curate and the 
artilleryman and how this reflects on the role of religion and the military at the 
time 


 
 


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


  


2 3 
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yes - very engaged already



Eduqas

Sticky Note

assured overview



Eduqas

Sticky Note

evaluates language impact



Eduqas

Sticky Note

key examples



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Priestley's intentions



Eduqas

Sticky Note

well chosen question



Eduqas

Sticky Note

true







Eduqas

Sticky Note

some original comments



Eduqas

Sticky Note

closely reading and discussing



Eduqas

Sticky Note

assured on presentation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

closely evaluates final lines







Eduqas

Sticky Note

wider discussion



Eduqas

Sticky Note

key references



Eduqas

Sticky Note

detailed references



Eduqas

Sticky Note

close language evaluation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

subtle point
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Sticky Note

yes - true
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Sticky Note

sustains very assured evaluation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

impressive supporting detail and knowledge



Eduqas

Sticky Note

excellent expression



Eduqas

Sticky Note

yes - intentions closely considered



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: A thorough, assured and sophisticated evaluation of Mr. Birling's presentation, using an impressive range of textual detail.AO2: Assured and original evaluation of Priestley's language to explore aspects of Mr. Birling's presentation; some subtle and original points considered.AO4: 5 marks - excellent level of accuracy and sophisticated, precise use of vocabulary.Total mark: 35+5.
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SECTION A (POST-1914 PROSE/DRAMA) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRIDS 


Questions 0 1 to 1 0 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is 
likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of achievements in lower bands. 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 


This assessment also includes 5 marks for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and 
sentence structures (AO4).  There is a separate assessment grid for AO4. 


Total marks 35+5 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 


5 


29-35 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and 
use an appropriate register; use a sensitive 
and evaluative approach to the task and 
analyse the extract and wider text critically; 
show a perceptive understanding of the extract 
and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps with 
some originality in their personal response; 
their responses include pertinent, direct 
references from across the extract and wider 
text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating 
the way meaning and ideas are conveyed 
through language structure and form; 


use precise subject terminology in an appropriate 
context. 


4 


22-28 
marks 


Candidates: 


sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
considerable coherence and use an 
appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach 
to the task; show a secure understanding of 
key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
considerable engagement; support and justify 
their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 


discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


3 


15-21 
marks 


Candidates: 


focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate 
register; use a straightforward approach to the 
task; show an understanding of key aspects of 
the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by 
appropriate direct reference to the extract and 
wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 


comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


2 


8-14 
marks 


Candidates: 


have some focus on the task, convey ideas 
with some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to 
the task; show some understanding of key 
aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their 
responses by some direct reference to the 
extract and wider text, including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


1 


1-7 marks 


Candidates: 


have limited focus on the task, convey ideas 
with occasional coherence and may 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a 
simple approach to the task; show a basic 
understanding of some key aspects of the 
extract and wider text, with a little engagement; 
may support and justify their responses by 
some general reference to the extract and 
wider text, perhaps including some quotations. 


Candidates: 


may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; may make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use 
some subject terminology but not always 
accurately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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Blood Brothers 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole play to answer 
this question. 


Write about the relationship between Linda and Edward and how it is presented at 
different points in the play. 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the play as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the play  [35+5] 


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of 


vocabulary and sentence structures. 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO4 (5 extra marks). 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 How the relationship between Linda and Edward is shown in the extract and at


key points in the play


 Comments on their initial meeting through Mickey ‘she’s a girl but she’s all right’


and their friendship as children


 Comments on how the friendship develops into their teenage years ‘who’ll tell


the girl in the middle of the pair, the price she’ll pay for just being there’


 How their affair begins following Mickey’s release from prison, ‘Eddie… can I


talk to you?’


 The contrast between Mrs Johnstone’s response to their ‘light romance’ and Mrs


Lyons’ revelation of their affair to Mickey, leading to the final dramatic scenes


 Reference to the impact of the affair on Mickey, in the final lines, 'you got


everything and I got nothing… You and Linda were friends when she first got


pregnant..?'


AO2 


 Comments on Russell’s use of language to suggest Linda and Edward’s


relationship in the extract and elsewhere in the play


 The way Edward talks about Mickey in the extract, perhaps, though not


necessarily, suggesting his own feelings


 The use of stage directions ‘after a pause’ and ellipsis to show some hesitation


and shyness between Linda and Edward at the start of the extract, becoming


relaxed – both ‘laughing’


 Comments on how Russell uses the song to present Edward’s thoughts about


Mickey and Linda’s relationship, and its possible subtext, ‘I’d just tell you that I


loved you, if it was me’


 The dramatic and emotional dialogue on the final scenes, e.g. ‘Does my child


belong to you as well as everything else?


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


1 0 
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AO4 
Level Performance Descriptors 
High Performance 


4-5 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners spell 
and punctuate with consistent accuracy, and consistently use 
vocabulary and sentence structures to achieve effective control of 
meaning. 


Intermediate Performance 


2-3 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy, and use a 
considerable range of vocabulary and sentence structures to 
achieve general control of meaning. 


Threshold Performance 


1 mark 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy, and use a 
reasonable range of vocabulary and sentence structures; any errors 
do not hinder meaning in the response. 


0 marks 
Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance descriptor above. 
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nice focus
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places extract accurately
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close reference to language



Eduqas

Sticky Note

close evaluation of subtext



Eduqas

Sticky Note

lovely point
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Sticky Note

subtle observation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

good comments on structure



Eduqas

Sticky Note

sustains sensitive evaluation 
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Sticky Note

well noted



Eduqas

Sticky Note

valid



Eduqas

Sticky Note

selects key references



Eduqas

Sticky Note

apt details



Eduqas

Sticky Note

assured evaluation



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 5 - sustains a sensitive evaluation of how their relationship develops, closely supported with references from across the text.AO2: Band 5 - analyses key features of language and structure.AO4: 5 marks, high performance.Total mark: 30+5.
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Coherent and focussed engagement.
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Sticky Note

Thoughtful discussion of character.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context discussed in a secure way.
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Sticky Note

Understanding of characters and situation.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Develops focus into wider text.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some evaluation and discussion of the turning points.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context well integrated in a secure way.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustains with discussion of key situations and some context.
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Sticky Note

Tracks through the text.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Tends towards narrative but maintains some evaluation. 







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some language discussion of key aspect.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained focus on the task. Thoughtful discussion of the task and considerable engagement.  Supported by well chosen quotations. Thoughtful discussion of language and techniques and a secure understanding of the context. Overall: High Band 4 30 marks.
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SECTION A (Post 1914 Prose/Drama)


Answer on one text only.


Lord of the Flies


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question.


Write about the relationship between Ralph and Piggy and how it is presented at different 
points in the novel. 


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the novel as a whole 
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the novel  [40]


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use 
of vocabulary and sentence structures.


Jack snatched from behind him a sizable sheath-knife and clouted it into the trunk. The 
buzz rose and died away.


Piggy stirred.
‘I’ll come.’
Ralph turned to him.
‘You’re no good on a job like this.’
‘All the same—’
‘We don’t want you,’ said Jack, flatly. ‘Three’s enough.’
Piggy’s glasses flashed.
‘I was with him when he found the conch. I was with him before anyone else was.’
Jack and the others paid no attention. There was a general dispersal. Ralph, Jack and 


Simon jumped off the platform and walked along the sand past the bathing-pool. Piggy hung 
bumbling behind them.


‘If Simon walks in the middle of us,’ said Ralph, ‘then we could talk over his head.’ 
The three of them fell into step. This meant that every now and then Simon had to do a 


double shuffle to catch up with the others. Presently Ralph stopped and turned back to Piggy.
‘Look.’
Jack and Simon pretended to notice nothing. They walked on.
‘You can’t come.’
Piggy’s glasses were misted again — this time with humiliation.
‘You told ’em. After what I said.’
His face flushed, his mouth trembled.
‘After I said I didn’t want—’
‘What on earth are you talking about?’
‘About being called Piggy. I said I didn’t care as long as they didn’t call me Piggy; an’ I 


said not to tell and then you went an’ said straight out—’
Stillness descended on them. Ralph, looking with more understanding at Piggy, saw that 


he was hurt and crushed. He hovered between the two courses of apology or further insult.
‘Better Piggy than Fatty,’ he said at last, with the directness of genuine leadership, ‘and 


anyway, I’m sorry if you feel like that. Now go back, Piggy, and take names. That’s your job. 
So long.’


He turned and raced after the other two. Piggy stood and the rose of indignation faded 
slowly from his cheeks. He went back to the platform. 


0 1
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Focus on the effect the ghosts have on Scrooge.
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Quite thoughtful discussion.
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Some comments on structure and writer's technique.
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Could develop, but engaged and discusses the impact.
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Tracking extract and linking to wider novel.
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Some reference to context - Dickens' intentions in writing the novel.
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Supports valid point.
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Less secure, but discussing.
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Understanding of Marley's purpose.
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Probes language.
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Some context.
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Widens out to the rest of the novel.
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Thoughtful discussion of character.
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Some comment on language. Not entirely accurate.  
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Keeps a focus.
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Terminology - refers to play not novel.  
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Understanding and discussion of key aspect of the novel.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

An understanding of contexts.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Sustained focus on the task. Perhaps a bit uneven in the treatment of the wider novel and extract. However, secure understanding of key aspects of the text including relevant quotations and keeps up a sense of evaluation.AO2 Comments on and discusses language and structure and makes reference to meanings and effects; uses subject terminology, mainly accurately. AO3: Shows some understanding of contexts - could occasionally be more integrated in terms of discussion. Overall: Low Band 5 33 marks.
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SECTION B (19TH CENTURY PROSE) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRID 


Questions 2 1 to 2 6 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of 
achievements in lower bands. 


AO1, AO2 and AO3 are equally weighted in this question. 


Total marks 40 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 AO3 


5 


33-40 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, convey ideas with consistent 
coherence and use an appropriate register; use a sensitive and evaluative 
approach to the task and analyse the extract and wider text critically; show a 
perceptive understanding of the extract and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps 
with some originality in their personal response; their responses include 
pertinent, direct references from across the extract and wider text, including 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, form and 
structure; make assured reference to meanings and effects 
exploring and evaluating the way meaning and ideas are 
conveyed through language structure and form; use precise 
subject terminology in an appropriate context. 


Candidates: 
show an assured understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


4 


25-32 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with considerable coherence and use 
an appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach to the task; show a secure 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with considerable 
engagement; support and justify their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make thoughtful reference to the meanings 
and effects of stylistic features used by the writer; use apt 
subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show a secure understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


3 


17-24 
marks 


Candidates: 
focus on the task, convey ideas with general coherence and use a mostly 
appropriate register; use a straightforward approach to the task; show an 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by appropriate direct reference to the extract 
and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make some reference to meanings and 
effects; use relevant subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show an understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


2 


9-16 
marks 


Candidates: 
have some focus on the task, convey ideas with some coherence and 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a limited approach to the task; 
show some understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their responses by some direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including some quotations. 


Candidates: 
recognise and make simple comments on writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; may make limited reference to 
meanings and effects; may use some relevant subject 
terminology. 


Candidates: 
show some understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


1 


1-8 
marks 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas with occasional coherence and 
may sometimes use an appropriate register; use a simple approach to the task; 
show a basic understanding of some key aspects of the extract and wider text, 
with a little engagement; may support and justify their responses by some 
general reference to the extract and wider text, perhaps including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; may make basic reference to meanings 
and effects; 
may use some subject terminology but not always accurately. 


Candidates: 
show limited understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


0 
marks 


Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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A Christmas Carol 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to 
answer this question. 


Write about how Dickens presents the ghosts. How are they important to the 
novel as a whole?  


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel


 refer to the contexts of the novel  [40] 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 An overview of how Scrooge changes in the novel as a result of each
haunting


 Comments on the nature of each ghost and how each ghost plays a part in
changing Scrooge’s miserly nature


 Comments on what each ghost teaches Scrooge and how he reacts to it


AO2 


 Comments on Dickens’ use of language in the extract and the novel


 Comments on the use of humour in the extract to show Scrooge’s initial
disbelief and how this gives way to Scrooge’s gradual building terror


 Comments on the imagery and language surrounding the ghosts’
appearance


 The contrasting images and language between Scrooge’s future death and
that of Tiny Tim


 How Dickens’ initial presentation of Scrooge is changed through the
structure of the novel, e.g. his inability to say Humbug following Marley’s
visit, the tear on his cheek seeing himself as a boy and his later weeping, the
reminder of his words on seeing Tiny Tim and the fear of the third Spirit and
his eventual redemption


AO3 


 Reference to the period in which the novel is set and the significance to
the messages of the ghosts.  For example, the importance of poverty and
charity in nineteenth century London


 The messages that Marley’s Ghost and the others are trying to convey to
Scrooge and discussion of Scrooge’s role in society


 Discussion of Dickens’ desires to present the poor of the period in a
positive light and how this might relate to his own experiences in relation
to what the ghosts show Scrooge


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 
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Comments on purpose and structure.
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Sticky Note

Language discussion.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Understanding of character's reaction.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sense of engagement and understanding.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Structure and purpose of Marley's role.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Evaluates and backs up with relevant quotation.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Develops to discuss wider text.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Probes appearance and meaning.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Key reference understood.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Meaning/symbolism.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sense of contexts.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Keeps a sustained focus on the purpose and role of the ghost.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Context nicely integrated with key reference.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Thoughtful discussion.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Focus on role.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Engaged on the effects.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sustained focus on the task with thoughtful discussion in places. Key aspects of extract and wider text showing a secure understanding. Well chosen references.  AO2 Thoughtful reference to language, meaning and effects. AO3 A secure understanding of context. Overall: Band 4: 28 marks.
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Some focus and selection. Could develop.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

An understanding of this key aspect is shown.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Could develop and support.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some focus on the task but very brief. General language comments emerging. Very limited in AO3. Overall: Band 2, 12 marks.












Eduqas

Sticky Note

valid focus



Eduqas

Sticky Note

explores main features of extract



Eduqas

Sticky Note

some wider reference



Eduqas

Sticky Note

yes - a little general though



Eduqas

Sticky Note

brief wider reference



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3 - some focus on the extract and wider text to explore the character of Ed. Some direct reference, though some support is a little generalised too.AO2: Band 2 - Limited selection of detail, but some simple comments on Ed's language in the extract.AO4: 3 marks, intermediate performance.Total mark: 14+3.
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SECTION B (19TH CENTURY PROSE) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRID 


Questions 2 1 to 2 6 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of 
achievements in lower bands. 


AO1, AO2 and AO3 are equally weighted in this question. 


Total marks 40 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 AO3 


5 


33-40 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, convey ideas with consistent 
coherence and use an appropriate register; use a sensitive and evaluative 
approach to the task and analyse the extract and wider text critically; show a 
perceptive understanding of the extract and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps 
with some originality in their personal response; their responses include 
pertinent, direct references from across the extract and wider text, including 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, form and 
structure; make assured reference to meanings and effects 
exploring and evaluating the way meaning and ideas are 
conveyed through language structure and form; use precise 
subject terminology in an appropriate context. 


Candidates: 
show an assured understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


4 


25-32 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with considerable coherence and use 
an appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach to the task; show a secure 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with considerable 
engagement; support and justify their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make thoughtful reference to the meanings 
and effects of stylistic features used by the writer; use apt 
subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show a secure understanding of the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in which they were 
written, including, where relevant, those of period, 
location, social structures and literary contexts such as 
genre, and the contexts in which texts are engaged with 
by different audiences. 


3 


17-24 
marks 


Candidates: 
focus on the task, convey ideas with general coherence and use a mostly 
appropriate register; use a straightforward approach to the task; show an 
understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by appropriate direct reference to the extract 
and wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make some reference to meanings and 
effects; use relevant subject terminology. 


Candidates: 
show an understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


2 


9-16 
marks 


Candidates: 
have some focus on the task, convey ideas with some coherence and 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a limited approach to the task; 
show some understanding of key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their responses by some direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, including some quotations. 


Candidates: 
recognise and make simple comments on writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; may make limited reference to 
meanings and effects; may use some relevant subject 
terminology. 


Candidates: 
show some understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


1 


1-8 
marks 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas with occasional coherence and 
may sometimes use an appropriate register; use a simple approach to the task; 
show a basic understanding of some key aspects of the extract and wider text, 
with a little engagement; may support and justify their responses by some 
general reference to the extract and wider text, perhaps including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; may make basic reference to meanings 
and effects; 
may use some subject terminology but not always accurately. 


Candidates: 
show limited understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written, 
including, where relevant, those of period, location, 
social structures and literary contexts such as genre, 
and the contexts in which texts are engaged with by 
different audiences. 


0 
marks 


Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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Jane Eyre 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel to answer 
this question. 


Write about turning points in Jane Eyre’s life and how they are presented in the novel. 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel


 refer to the contexts of the novel [40] 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 An overview of how turning points in Jane’s life are presented in both the extract and
the rest of the novel


 The death of her parents and uncle and circumstances leading to living with Mrs
Reed and her children


 Her experiences at Gateshead Hall including the red room and her defiance of Mrs
Reed


 Her time at Lowood and influence of Helen, Miss Temple and others


 Her arrival at Thornfield and first meeting with Mr Rochester


 Her engagement and discovery of the truth about Bertha


 Finding her cousins and becoming wealthy


 St. John’s proposal


 Jane’s eventual reunion with Rochester


AO2 


 Comments on Brontë’s use of language in the extract and the novel


 The significance of the extract and the language and devices used to express Jane’s
emotions, for example: Jane’s calm and measured tone in confronting Mrs Reed and
the use of imperatives “I must” and questions; the stillness and danger of Mrs Reed
and Jane’s bravery in standing up to her; discussion of metaphors such as “eye of
ice”; emotive language around Jane’s distress; her sense of freedom and sense of
change that Jane experiences in the final paragraph


 Analysis of other key passages considered turning points in Jane’s life


 Comments on structure such as Jane’s initial wariness of Rochester, her reluctance
to accept St. John’s proposal, and the eventual true love she finds with Mr
Rochester


AO3 


 Reference to the period in which the novel is set and its significance to the
challenges faced by Jane


 Comments on how financial dependence and gender are illustrated by Jane’s
unenviable situation at the start of the novel


 The frustrations and limitations of nineteenth century society linked to gender,
economic status and social class and the effect these have on Jane.
Parallels between Jane’s turning points and the real life situation of Charlotte Bronte
and her family, e.g. the effect of illness and disease, the treatment of children, the
role of the governess in allowing a form of independence for women


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 
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Straightforward understanding of character and plot. Some focus on Mr Hyde.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some understanding of key aspects.
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Sticky Note

Some justification and textual support provided.
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Comments on writer's use of language.
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Sticky Note

Sense of contexts emerging.
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Sticky Note

Straightforward discussion of key aspect.
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Sticky Note

Keeps focus through apt discussion.
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Sticky Note

Apt comment.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Evidence.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Keeps a focus on the task in a straightforward way. Some justification through evidence and simple comments on language and structure. Limited understanding of contexts.  Overall: Band 3 -19 marks.
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An Inspector Calls 


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole play to answer 
this question.


Write about Mr Birling and how he is presented at different points in the play.  


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the play as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the play [40]


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use 
of vocabulary and sentence structures.


BIRLING [jovially]: But the whole thing’s different now. Come, come, you can see that, 
can’t you? [Imitating INSPECTOR in his final speech] You all helped to kill 
her. [Pointing at SHEILA and ERIC, and laughing] And I wish you could have 
seen the look on your faces when he said that. [SHEILA moves towards 
door.] Going to bed, young woman?


SHEILA  [tensely]: I want to get out of this. It frightens me the way you talk.
BIRLING [heartily]: Nonsense! You’ll have a good laugh over it yet. Look, you’d better 


ask Gerald for that ring you gave back to him, hadn’t you? Then you’ll feel 
better.


SHEILA  [passionately]: You’re pretending everything’s just as it was before.
ERIC: I’m not!
SHEILA: No, but these others are.
BIRLING: Well, isn’t it? We’ve been had, that’s all.
SHEILA: So nothing really happened. So there’s nothing to be sorry for, nothing to 


learn. We can all go on behaving just as we did.
MRS BIRLING: Well, why shouldn’t we?
SHEILA: I tell you — whoever that Inspector was, it was anything but a joke. You 


knew it then. You began to learn something. And now you’ve stopped. You’re 
ready to go on in the same old way.


BIRLING [amused]: And you’re not, eh?
SHEILA: No, because I remember what he said, how he looked, and what he made 


me feel. Fire and blood and anguish. And it frightens me the way you talk, 
and I can’t listen to any more of it.


ERIC: And I agree with Sheila. It frightens me too.
BIRLING: Well, go to bed then, and don’t stand there being hysterical.
MRS BIRLING: They’re over-tired. In the morning they’ll be as amused as we are.
GERALD: Everything’s all right now, Sheila. [Holds up the ring.] What about this ring?
SHEILA: No, not yet. It’s too soon. I must think.
BIRLING [pointing to ERIC and SHEILA]: Now look at the pair of them — the famous 


younger generation who know it all. And they can’t even take a joke —
 [The telephone rings sharply. There is a moment’s complete silence. 


BIRLING goes to answer it.]
 Yes?... Mr Birling speaking.… What?— Here —
 [But obviously the other person has rung off. He puts the telephone down 


slowly and looks in a panic-stricken fashion at the others.]
BIRLING: That was the police. A girl has just died — on her way to the Infirmary — 


after swallowing some disinfectant. And a police inspector is on his way here 
— to ask some — questions —


 [As they stare guiltily and dumbfounded, the curtain falls.]
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SECTION C (UNSEEN POETRY) 
 


Generic Assessment Objectives Grid 
 


Question 3 1  


 
The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression 
within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes 
demonstration of achievements in lower bands. 


 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 


Total 15 marks 
 


Band AO1:1 a+b, AO1:2 AO2 


 
 


 
5 


 


13-15 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and 
use an appropriate register; use a sensitive 
and evaluative approach to the task and 
analyse the text critically; show a perceptive 
understanding of the text, engaging fully, 
perhaps with some originality in their personal 
response; their responses include pertinent 
,direct references from across the text, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating 
the way meaning and ideas are conveyed 
through language structure and form; use precise 
subject terminology in an appropriate context. 


 


 
4 


 


10-12 
marks 


Candidates: 


sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
coherence and use an appropriate register; 
use a thoughtful approach to the task; show a 
secure understanding of key aspects of the 
text, with considerable engagement; support 
and justify their responses by well-chosen 
direct reference to the text, including 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


 


 
3 


 


7-9 marks 


Candidates: 


focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate 
register; use a straightforward approach to the 
task; show an understanding of key aspects of 
the text, with engagement; support and justify 
their responses by appropriate direct reference 
to the text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 


comment on and begin to evaluate writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


 
 
 


2 
 


4-6 marks 


Candidates: 


have some focus on the task, convey ideas 
with some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to 
the task; show some understanding of key 
aspects of the text, with some engagement; 
support and justify their responses by some 
direct reference to the text, including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


 
 


 
1 


 


1-3 marks 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas 
with occasional coherence and may 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a 
simple approach to the task; show a basic 
understanding of some key aspects of the text, 
with a little engagement; may support and 
justify their responses by some general 
reference to the text, perhaps including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use 
some subject terminology but not always 
accurately or appropriately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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SECTION C (UNSEEN POETRY) 
 


INDICATIVE CONTENT 
 


Read the two poems, Midwinter by Grahame Davies and Today by Billy Collins. In both 
of these poems the poets write about a day in different seasons of the year. 


 
 Write about the poem Midwinter by Grahame Davies, and its effect on you.  
 


 You may wish to consider: 


 what the poem is about and how it is organised 


 the ideas the poet may have wanted us to think about 


 the poet's choice of words, phrases and images and the effects they create 


 how you respond to the poem                  [15] 
 


 This question assesses AO1 and AO2. 
 
Indicative content 


 
Responses may include: 
 


AO1 


 An understanding of the key aspects of the poem, e.g. the lack of life and 
movement and a ‘trust’ that life will reappear 
 


 Discussion of the transition between winter and spring and the notion of 
‘solstice’ 


 


 The use of setting and nature to describe the season 
 


 The narrator’s experiences of winter and the discomfort it can bring 
 


 The sense of hope associated with the spring 
 


AO2 


 Comments on Davies’s use of language to describe the season 
 


 The imagery used to describe the season 
 


 Death imagery used in ‘dead leaves’ and ‘shroud’ 
 


 Repetition to emphasise the cyclical nature of the seasons 
 


 The negative lexis of ‘No’ ‒ repeated to emphasise the lack of life as well as 
the lack of colours and wildlife 


 


 Phonological features and how these emphasise the message of the poem 
 


 
This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 
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SECTION C (UNSEEN POETRY) 
 


Generic Assessment Objectives Grid 
 


Question 3 2  


 
The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression 
within the criteria is likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration 
of achievements in lower bands. 
 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 
 


Total 25 marks 
 


Band AO1:1 a+b, AO1:2 AO2 
 
 
 


 
5 


Comparison is critical, illuminating and sustained across AO1 and AO2.  There will be a wide ranging 
discussion of the similarities and/or differences between the poems. 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and use 
an appropriate register; use a sensitive and 
evaluative approach to the task and analyse the 
texts critically; show a perceptive understanding of 
the texts, engaging fully, perhaps with some 
originality in their personal response; their 
responses include pertinent, direct references 
from across the texts, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating the 
way meaning and ideas are conveyed through 
language structure and form; use precise subject 
terminology in an appropriate context. 


21-25 
marks 


 
 


 
4 


Comparison is focussed, coherent and sustained across AO1 and AO2.  There will be a clear discussion 
of the similarities and/or differences between the poems. 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
coherence and use an appropriate register; use a 
thoughtful approach to the task; show a secure 
understanding of key aspects of the texts, with 
considerable engagement; support and justify their 
responses by well-chosen direct reference to the 
texts, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
discuss and increasingly  analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


16-20 
marks 


 
 


 
3 


Comparison is focussed across AO1 and AO2 with some valid discussion of the similarities and/or 
differences between the poems. 


Candidates: 
focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate register; 
use a straightforward approach to the task; show 
an understanding of key aspects of the texts, with 
engagement; support and justify their responses 
by appropriate direct reference to the texts, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 
comment on and begin to evaluate writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


11-15 
marks 


 
 
 


2 
 


6-10 marks 


Comparison is general with some discussion of the obvious similarities and/or differences between the 
poems. 


Candidates: 
have some focus on the task, convey ideas with 
some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to the 
task; show some understanding of key aspects of 
the texts, with some engagement; support and 
justify their responses by some direct reference to 
the texts, including some quotations. 


Candidates: 
recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


 
 
 


 
1 


 
1-5 marks 


Comparison is very limited.  There may be a basic awareness of the obvious similarities and/or 
differences between the poems. 


Candidates: 
have limited focus on the task, convey ideas with 
occasional coherence and may sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a simple approach to the 
task; show a basic understanding of some key 
aspects of the texts, with a little engagement; may 
support and justify their responses by some 
general reference to the texts, perhaps including 
some quotations. 


Candidates: 
may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use some 
subject terminology but not always accurately or 
appropriately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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 Now compare Today by Billy Collins and Midwinter by Grahame Davies.  
 


 You should compare: 


 what the poems are about and how they are organised 


 the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about 


 the poets' choice of words, phrases and images and the effects they create 


 how you respond to the poems                 [25] 
 


 This question assesses AO1 and AO2. 
 
Indicative content 


 
Responses may include: 
 


AO1 


 An understanding of the poet’s views on seasons in Today and how this 


compares with the views in Midwinter 
 


 The poet’s jubilance and enthusiasm evoked by the spring day in Today and 


how this contrasts to the feelings evoked by the day in Midwinter 
 


 The presentation of the environment in Midwinter and how this compares to 


the presentation of the environment in Today 
 


 How both poems deal with the theme of nature through a focus on emotions 


and the presence or lack of life  
 


AO2 


 How Davies uses language to achieve specific effects and how this is 


compared to Collins’s use of language in Today 


 


 The use of colour and warmth to describe the day in Today and the contrast 


in Midwinter 


 


 The sense of release and freedom that both poems suggest are present in 


the arrival of spring 


 


 The elevated language used to describe the day in Today and the way the 


poem is imbued with powerful verbs such as ‘rip’, ‘throw’ and ‘bursting’ and 


how this compares to the presentation of the day in Midwinter  


 


 The use of the first person to reveal the poet’s thoughts and feelings about 


the seasons in both poems 
 


 
This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 
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valid focus with some selection to support
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wider reference to key events
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valid judgements
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futher support
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knowledge of wider text
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Sticky Note

good ref to change
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Sticky Note

could develop comments here



Eduqas

Sticky Note

o.k. - repeats really



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1: Band 3 - focused on extract and wider text to show an understanding of different ways Ed is presented.AO2: band 3 - begins to analyse how Stephens uses language to present Ed's character, with some selection of detail.AO4: 3 marks, intermediate performance.Total mark: 17+3.
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time


You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole play to answer 
this question.


Write about Ed and how he is presented in the play.


In your response you should:


  •  refer to the extract and the play as a whole
  •  show your understanding of characters and events in the play [40]


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use 
of vocabulary and sentence structures.


Christopher moves to the middle of the track. He crouches down. He rolls himself 
into a ball. He starts hitting his hands and his feet and his head against the floor as the 
letter continues. His thrashing has exhausted him. He has been sick. He lies still for a 
while, wrapped in a ball.
Ed  Christopher? Christopher?
Christopher doesn’t respond.


  Ed Christopher, Christopher what the hell are you doing? What are you? These are. 
Oh shit. Oh Christ.
Christopher doesn’t move or respond.
Ed stops himself from crying.
Ed It was an accident.
Christopher doesn’t respond.
Ed l don’t know what to say … I was in such a mess … I said she was in hospital … 
because I didn’t know how to explain it was so complicated. And once I’d said that … I 
couldn’t change it. It just … It got out of control.
Christopher doesn’t respond.
After a time Ed approaches him.
Very, very gently he touches his shoulder. Christopher doesn’t respond.
Oh Jesus, Christopher. You’ve got sick all over your …
Ed Let’s sit you up and get your clothes off and get you into bed OK? I’m going to 
have to touch you, but it’s going to be all right.
Ed lifts Christopher onto the side of the bed. Christopher doesn’t resist or fight at all.
Ed takes Christopher’s jumper and shirt off.
Ed  Have you had anything to eat this evening?
Can I get you anything to eat Christopher?
OK. Look. I’m going to go and put your clothes into the washing machine and then I’ll 
come back, OK?
Ed moves away. Christopher sits alone. Ed comes back.
Ed How are you feeling? Can I get you anything?
Look maybe I shouldn’t say this, but … I want you to know that you can trust me … 
You have to know that I am going to tell you the truth from now on. About everything. 
Because … if you don’t tell the truth now, then later on it hurts even more.
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Engages with key aspects of the text and addresses the question.  Fairly straightforward.
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Some comments on meaning and effects.
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Understands key aspects of extract.  Could develop and move beyond a rather narrative approach.
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Links to wider themes here. Could have developed.
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An understanding of contexts is shown here.
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Terminology - novel not play.
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Discussion of contexts.  Could support.
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Beginning to analyse language.  A little under developed.
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AO1 Understanding of key aspects of the text with apt references chosen.  AO2 Comments on and begins to analyse language with some reference to meaning and effect. AO3 An understanding of contexts is shown but could be more integrated in parts.  Overall top of Band 3 - 23 marks.
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SECTION A (POST-1914 PROSE/DRAMA) 


GENERIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES GRIDS 


Questions 0 1 to 1 0 


The following descriptions have been provided to indicate the way in which progression within the criteria is 
likely to occur. Each successive description assumes demonstration of achievements in lower bands. 


AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted in this question. 


This assessment also includes 5 marks for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and 
sentence structures (AO4).  There is a separate assessment grid for AO4. 


Total marks 35+5 


Band AO1:1a+b, AO1:2 AO2 


5 


29-35 
marks 


Candidates: 
sustain focus on the task, including overview, 
convey ideas with consistent coherence and 
use an appropriate register; use a sensitive 
and evaluative approach to the task and 
analyse the extract and wider text critically; 
show a perceptive understanding of the extract 
and wider text, engaging fully, perhaps with 
some originality in their personal response; 
their responses include pertinent, direct 
references from across the extract and wider 
text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 
analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, 
form and structure; make assured reference to 
meanings and effects exploring and evaluating 
the way meaning and ideas are conveyed 
through language structure and form; 


use precise subject terminology in an appropriate 
context. 


4 


22-28 
marks 


Candidates: 


sustain focus on the task, convey ideas with 
considerable coherence and use an 
appropriate register; use a thoughtful approach 
to the task; show a secure understanding of 
key aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
considerable engagement; support and justify 
their responses by well-chosen direct 
reference to the extract and wider text, 
including quotations. 


Candidates: 


discuss and increasingly analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make thoughtful 
reference to the meanings and effects of stylistic 
features used by the writer; use apt subject 
terminology. 


3 


15-21 
marks 


Candidates: 


focus on the task, convey ideas with general 
coherence and use a mostly appropriate 
register; use a straightforward approach to the 
task; show an understanding of key aspects of 
the extract and wider text, with engagement; 
support and justify their responses by 
appropriate direct reference to the extract and 
wider text, including quotations. 


Candidates: 


comment on and begin to analyse writers’ use of 
language, form and structure; make some 
reference to meanings and effects; use relevant 
subject terminology. 


2 


8-14 
marks 


Candidates: 


have some focus on the task, convey ideas 
with some coherence and sometimes use an 
appropriate register; use a limited approach to 
the task; show some understanding of key 
aspects of the extract and wider text, with 
some engagement; support and justify their 
responses by some direct reference to the 
extract and wider text, including some 
quotations. 


Candidates: 


recognise and make simple comments on writers’ 
use of language, form and structure; may make 
limited reference to meanings and effects; may 
use some relevant subject terminology. 


1 


1-7 marks 


Candidates: 


have limited focus on the task, convey ideas 
with occasional coherence and may 
sometimes use an appropriate register; use a 
simple approach to the task; show a basic 
understanding of some key aspects of the 
extract and wider text, with a little engagement; 
may support and justify their responses by 
some general reference to the extract and 
wider text, perhaps including some quotations. 


Candidates: 


may make generalised comments on writers’ use 
of language, form and structure; may make basic 
reference to meanings and effects; may use 
some subject terminology but not always 
accurately. 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. Nothing worthy of credit. 
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time 


You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole play to 
answer this question. 


Write about Ed and how he is presented in the play. 


In your response you should: 


 refer to the extract and the play as a whole


 show your understanding of characters and events in the play  [35+5] 


5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of 


vocabulary and sentence structures. 


This question assesses AO1, AO2 and AO4 (5 extra marks). 


Indicative content 


Responses may include: 


AO1 


 How Ed is presented in the extract and at key points in the play


 The relationship between Ed and Christopher in the extract and throughout


the play


 Reference to his attitude towards Christopher’s routine behaviours and his


‘murder’ investigation


 Comments about his relationship with Judy, Mrs Shears and Mr Shears


 Reference to the revelations that he killed Wellington; Christopher’s mother


is alive; the hidden letters


 His behaviour towards Judy, Mr Shears and Christopher when they are at


the flat in London


 His behaviour and relationships at the end of the play, and the gift of the


puppy


AO2 


 Comments on how Stephens uses language in the extract and throughout


the play, to reveal Ed’s character to the audience e.g. his shock and


realisation at what Christopher has discovered


 Reference to how the stage directions reveal Ed’s thoughts and feelings at


this point in the play e.g. showing his care, love and understanding for his


son’s situation


 How Ed’s language shows both frustration and the difficulty of


communicating with Christopher, as well as his sensitivity and patience


 How the structure of the play slowly reveals Ed’s role and motives for


Wellington’s murder and the deception of his wife’s death


 How Ed’s language reveals his anger and remorse for Christopher running


away, contrasting with his change of tone at the end of play


This is not a checklist. Please reward valid alternatives. 


0 6 
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AO4 
Level Performance Descriptors 
High Performance 


4-5 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners spell 
and punctuate with consistent accuracy, and consistently use 
vocabulary and sentence structures to achieve effective control of 
meaning. 


Intermediate Performance 


2-3 marks 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy, and use a 
considerable range of vocabulary and sentence structures to 
achieve general control of meaning. 


Threshold Performance 


1 mark 


In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners 
spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy, and use a 
reasonable range of vocabulary and sentence structures; any errors 
do not hinder meaning in the response. 


0 marks 
Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance descriptor above. 
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Eduqas

Sticky Note

Understanding of aspects of context and genre.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt quotations and attempts to discuss.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Links to previous point from wider text. Sense of writer's technique and structure. (AO2) 







Eduqas

Sticky Note

A similar point to previous ones.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Attempts to analyse language and form.  Limited success.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Evaluates the impact.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Key aspects discussed.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt quotation.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Some evaluation.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt detail.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Could develop, but goes on to evaluate.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Engages with these key aspects - again, could develop.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Sense of structure and evaluation.







Eduqas

Sticky Note

Apt quote. Starting to probe language.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

A little mixed here, but the point is appropriate.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

Ends with a sense of evaluation.



Eduqas

Sticky Note

AO1 Sustained focus on the task with a good range of quotations from the extract and wider text.  Engages with the question and keeps up a sense of evaluation, though not always developed.  AO2 Comments and begins to analyse structure with some relevant subject terminology.  AO3 An understanding of the contexts and periods - this aspect could be developed. Overall, the range of references and beginnings of evaluation get this to bottom of Band 4 - 25 marks.











